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pattern synthesis sequenc er

u s e r m a nu a l

Psyn is a pattern synthesis sequencer environment
Taking its cue from Mark Fell's work on the Multistability album and the papers before it,
these devices create rhythmic patterns in an unconventional way. Each step can have a
different duration, a different amount of note repetitions, different velocity and note duration. This creates patterns that can range from complex rhythms to real timbres given by
the very fast repetition of notes.
Basically it’s a MIDI effect but it has the possibility to act as a real musical instrument.
The Timbre that is generated by setting very fast patterns is based on the instrument
device that follows it.
The notes it generates can be a fixed note or even input notes (single or chords also) on
the track. In sustain mode the input notes can even decide when the sequencer should
start and when it should stop, creating a real musical instrument.
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3 toggle

Start/stop sequence
mode the incoming MIDI note ON-OFF start-stop the sequence

In

In
mode the incoming MIDI note ON start the sequence which
ends when the set speed steps are finished

1 channel

choose the channel with which psyn
communicates with psyn bro
and psyn sis

last incoming note

note out (fixed mode)

set last incoming note
to note out (fixed mode)

2 which note to play?

- Input: a single note or chords from midi input
- Fixed: a fixed single note

* psyn works ony when Live transport is active
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note length

Choose the note duration of each step
expressed in relative time linked to number of
repetitions.

number of steps
For each parameter

for example if you have a step at 100 and the repetitions
are 2 at a speed of 1/4 note you get 2 1/8 notes

speed

Choose the speed of each step
expressed in note duration

note repetitions

Choose the amount of repetitions
of each step

velocity

Choose the velocity of each step
(0-127)
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psyn bro

Is the first psyn companion. Put a device in as many tracks as you want and decide every
how many steps to play the instrument in that particular track. Also sets the duration,
interval and which part of the chord to play.

which note to play?

In case of a chord, choose which note of the chord to
play: all the notes, only the highest, only the lowest

channel

choose the channel
with which psyn bro
communicates with psyn

link

in link mode, psyn does not play notes
when psyn bro is playing a note

your instrument

step sequence

steps

Choose every how
many steps to
pass a midi note

Choose which note to pass
in the sequence

pitch

Change note

length

Choose note length (in steps)
randomize length at each new note
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fixed

if you turn it on,
when you enter
a value for one
step it is applied
to all the others

rand

push this button to instantly
randomize all the steps

random %

choose the
percentage of
random variation
with the values of
each step

ramp

if you turn it on, every speed
or velocity change occurs
gradually like
accelerando/ritardando,
crescendo/diminuendo

current value

Yellow square indicates the current
value of the parameter
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psyn sis

Is the other psyn companion. Controls up to two parameters simultaneously on your liveset.
Map it and play.

channel

choose the channel
with which psyn bro
communicates with psyn

link

in link mode, psyn does not play notes
when psyn bro is playing a note

map

click MAP and
select a
parameter on
your liveset

values

choose maximum
and minimum
value of the
parameter

steps

Choose every how
many steps to
pass a midi note

step sequence
length

Choose when to move
the parameter

Choose note length (in steps)
randomize length at each new note
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